Chromatin immunoprecipitation (IP) followed by sequencing (ChIP-seq) is the gold standard to 29 detect genome-wide DNA-protein binding. The binding sites of transcription factors facilitate many 30 biological studies. Of emerging concern is the abundance of spurious sites in ChIP-seq, which are mainly 31 caused by uneven genomic sonication and nonspecific interactions between chromatin and antibody. A 32 "mock" IP is designed to correct for both factors, whereas a DNA input control corrects only for uneven 33 sonication. However, a mock IP is more susceptible to technical noise than a DNA input, and empirically, 34 these two controls perform similarly for ChIP-seq. Therefore, DNA input is currently being used almost 35 exclusively. With a large dataset, we demonstrate that using a DNA input control results in a definable set 36 of spurious sites, and their abundance is tightly associated with the intrinsic properties of the ChIP-seq 37 sample. For example, compared to human cell lines, samples such as human tissues and whole worm and 38 fly have more accessible genomes, and thus have more spurious sites. The large and varying abundance of 39 spurious sites may impede comparative studies across multiple samples. In contrast, using a mock IP as 40 control substantially removes these spurious sites, resulting in high-quality binding sites and facilitating 41 their comparability across samples. Although outperformed by mock IP, DNA input is still informative 42 and has unique advantages. Therefore, we have developed a method to use both controls in combination 43 to further improve binding site detection. 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 3 INTRODUCTION 54
. Illustration of the ChIP-seq protocols in use and the generation of spurious sites. The ChIP-seq protocol (A) can consist of IP, DNA input and mock IP experiments. For simplicity, the three open chromatin regions are assumed to be equally sensitive to sonication, and thus have three similar peaks of reads in the DNA input sequencing result. In IP, the peak of reads at region 1 is mainly due to the antibody specifically binding to the antigen (triangle) of the target TF (in red). The peaks at region 2 and 3 are due to nonspecific interactions between the antibody and regulatory proteins at the regions. In mock IP, to avoid the specific antigen-antibody reactions, we use another antibody, e.g. IgG, which does not bind specifically to any DNA binding proteins in the sample. Therefore, the resultant three peaks of reads are due to nonspecific interactions between the IgG and other DNA binding proteins. In this hypothetical example, a peak caller compares the three peaks of reads respectively from the IP and the DNA input, and then identifies binding peaks at region 1 and 2. Since there is no target TF binding at region 2, the detected binding peak is spurious due to strong nonspecific interactions at region 2. Using the mock IP as control, the peak caller identifies only the genuine binding peak at region 1. For worm and fly samples, due to the use of a GFP tag (see Methods), we can remove the antigen to avoid the specific reactions (B). Therefore, the mock IP for a worm or fly sample uses the same antibody (GFP antibody) as its IP. Because there is no antigen present in the sample for mock IP, the peaks of reads observed are also due to nonspecific interactions. A DNA input control is also generated for the worm or fly sample. The peak caller identifies binding peaks from the mock IP using the DNA input as control. However, due to lack of specific interactions, those binding peaks are all spurious.
We propose a potential mechanism on how the nonspecific interactions between an antibody and 137 regulatory proteins cause spurious sites when only DNA input controls are used. This mechanism is 138 illustrated using a hypothetical example in Figure 1 . For this purpose, we create three open chromatin 139 regions and let them be equally sensitive to sonication. As a result, these regions have peaks of 140 sequencing reads with similar heights in the DNA input control (d, fig. 1A ). We let region 1 contain 141 regulatory proteins as well as the target TF of the antibody. Regions 2 and 3 have no target TFs but only 142 other regulatory proteins ( fig. 1A) . Therefore, in the IP experiment (i, fig. 1A ), the peak of reads at region 143 1 is mainly due to the specific binding of the antibody to the target TF, whereas the peaks at regions 2 and 144 3 are purely due to nonspecific binding. Because we let region 2 have many more regulatory proteins than 145 region 3 (fig1A), more complexes of regulatory proteins and DNA are generated from region 2.
146
Therefore, even with nonspecific binding to the complexes and same sonication between region 2 and 147 region 3, the antibody enriches more DNA fragments from region 2 than from region 3 148 With sufficient regulatory protein binding, the peak of reads at region 2 in the IP (i) can be higher 149 than its counterpart in the DNA input (d), as we specified in figure 1. We postulate that this event may be 150 further enhanced by physical and chemical factors at the molecular level. For example, the antibody used 151 in the IP likely prefers to interact with the regulatory protein-DNA complexes from open chromatin rather 152 than the histone-DNA complexes from closed chromatin. This preference may be due to the fact that 153 regulatory proteins more likely resemble the target of the antibody than histones. Moreover, the histone-154 DNA complexes tend to carry no charge, which may further reduce binding to the antibody.
155
Consequently, the antibody likely enriches more DNA fragments from open chromatin than from closed 156 chromatin. This preference renders the peak of reads at region 2 in the IP even higher than that in the 8 This proposed mechanism of generating spurious sites predicts that between genomes, the ones 161 with more abundant open chromatin and/or more highly expressed genes have a larger number of 162 spurious binding sites. Moreover, this proposed mechanism also indicates that within a genome, the 163 spurious sites tend to be associated with highly expressed genes, which recruit many regulatory proteins 164 for transcription. This prediction is consistent with other recent observations (Park et al. 2013; Teytelman 165 et al. 2013; Jain et al. 2015) . However, spurious sites due to nonspecific interactions are expected to be 166 removed when mock IP controls are used. As illustrated in figure 1, because the mock IP control (m) 167 captures the nonspecific binding between the antibody and other regulatory proteins (Landt et al. 2012;  168 Flensburg et al. 2014) , the resultant peak of reads at region 2 in the mock IP is as high as the 169 corresponding peak in the IP. In figure 1, region 3 has only a few regulatory binding proteins, and thus 170 using either DNA input or mock IP control results in no spurious binding peak. 
175
Therefore, we used the standard ENCODE ChIP-seq pipeline to analyze the six pairs of mock IP (m) and 176 DNA input (d) from the human cell lines, and the six pairs (m' and d') from the worm and fly 177 developmental stages. As a result, we observed that human cell lines on average have 9 spurious sites per 178 100 million base pairs (Mb) in genome, whereas this number increases to 551 and 3,931, respectively, for 179 worm and fly samples. According to the mechanism we proposed, these numbers of spurious sites are 180 expected to be correlated with the transcriptome activity and the genome accessibility of the samples.
181
In order to measure transcriptome activity, we used the RNA-seq data from the ENCODE portal 182 (Davis et al. 2018 ) and our published data (Gerstein et al. 2014 ). However, the RPKMs from RNA-seq 183 indicate the relative transcription levels of the genes within a sample, rendering across-sample 184 comparisons impossible. For example, a cell type with all genes highly expressed has the same RPKMs as 185 another cell type with all genes lowly expressed. To this end, we assume that the most highly transcribed 9 genes of different eukaryote cell types have similar transcription activities, which are the limit of the 187 transcription machinery. In a sample containing multiple cell types, the genes with the highest RPKMs 188 are very likely the most transcribed genes in the majority cells. Taken together, we normalized the 189 RPKMs of coding genes in each sample so that the five most highly expressed genes from the different 190 samples had the same average, and then used the median of the normalized coding gene expression to 191 indicate the transcriptome activity of the sample.
192
Note that for a sample with multiple cell types, the high median after normalization may be also 193 because the many cell types express quite different genes from each other in the genome, indicating that 194 on average a large fraction of the genome in the sample are actively transcribed. We also expect many 195 spurious sites from such genomes. As a result, we used the medians of the normalized transcriptomes to 196 roughly suggest their activities. These activities of the different samples are indeed highly correlated with 197 the numbers of spurious sites per 100 Mb identified from the samples (Spearman's ρ = 0.89, P < 9.2e-5).
198
With linear regression, the transcriptome activity accounts for a large fraction of the variance in spurious 199 site abundance (r 2 = 0.92, P < 6.5e-7; fig. 2A ). These results suggest that the large number of spurious 200 sites seen in fly are due at least in part to its high transcriptome activity compared to worm and human 201 cell lines.
202
In addition, we tested the correlation between genome accessibility and spurious site abundance.
203
The genome accessibilities of the six human cell lines were calculated from the DNase-seq data generated Our proposed mechanism of spurious site generation predicts that highly expressed genes tend to 217 enrich more spurious sites than lowly expressed genes. To test this, we first classified coding genes as 218 expressed and unexpressed (< 1 RPKM). The expressed genes were further split evenly into highly and 219 Spurious sites/100Mb, log2 Figure 3 . Reducing spurious sites from IP experiments using mock IP as controls. Compared to DNA input controls, the mock IP controls lead to fewer binding sites detected from IP experiments (A). And the binding peaks using mock IP controls also have higher motif enrichments in the fly samples (B), worm samples (C) and human cell lines (D). This higher enrichment is robust to different peak calling methods, e.g. SPP and our probability score. TF binding motifs of fly, human and worm have different entropies, depending on binding promiscuity and/or techincal ambiguity in determining the motifs (E).
Compared to using DNA input control, the mock IP control removes many potentially spurious 258 sites. Therefore, the binding peaks detected using mock IP as control are expected to have higher motif 259 enrichments than those using DNA input. To test this prediction, we examined 191 TFs in human, worm The human tissues and organs have much higher genome accessibilities than the human cell lines and primary cells (A). From the regression between genome accessibility and the number of spurious sites, the spurious site abudances are predicted from genome accessibilities for cell lines, primary cells, tissues and organs (B). Note that the number of spurious sites is defined as the sites detected from mock IP using DNA input as control.
With more spurious sites in tissues and organs, their binding peaks detected from IP experiments using DNA input controls enrich less motifs than those of cell lines and primary cells (C). 4C ). This reduction is 17% for the top 50 binding peaks ranked by SPP binding signal.
319
These results confirm the higher spurious site abundance in tissues/organs we predicted. Note that we 320 used only genome accessibility for spurious site prediction, because adding transcriptome activity as 321 another variable does not significantly improve the regression in figure 2B (P = 0.75), probably because 322 transcriptome activity is merely an indirect measure of regulatory protein binding in the genome, 323 compared to genome accessibility. 
Number of binding sites (mock IP as control, log10)
C * framework that takes advantage of using both mock IP and DNA input controls as well as multiple 359 scoring metrics in order to better detect binding sites. We focused on the ChIP-seq data of worm and fly 360 TFs. Each of the TFs has an IP (i) and its DNA input control (d) as shown in figure 1A . The TF also has a 361 mock IP (m') with its own corresponding DNA input (d') as shown in figure 1B .
362
First, we developed a Bayesian model to integrate the IP (i) and mock IP (m') as well as their 363 respective DNA input experiments (d and d') . These experiments were scaled to the same sequencing 364 depth. For each TF, we used SPP to identify the peak regions in the genome using the IP (i) and the mock 365 IP (m'). For each peak region, " , # , $% , and #% are the numbers of reads in the four experiments 366 uniquely mappable to the region. The probability for the region being a binding site is indicated by 367 ( ) > 0.5, ) > / ), where ) = " ( " + # ) ⁄ and / = $% ( $% + #% ) ⁄ . We assume " following a 368 binomial distribution, i.e. "~B in( ) , ) ), where )~( 0,1) = Beta(1,1) and ) is the number of total 369 reads from the region in i and d. Because Beta(1,1) is an uninformative conjugate prior of the 370 Bin( ) , ) ), the posterior distribution of ) is ( ) | " , ) ) = Beta( ) | " + 1, # + 1). With the same 
379
When DNA input is the only control, the probability is simply ( ) > 0.5). With the same derivation, the 380 probability of using only mock IP as control is also calculated as described in the Methods section. As 381 expected, multiple controls substantially outperform respectively DNA input or mock IP alone ( fig. S3 ).
using only mock IP as control ( fig. 3B&C ). This observation is probably due to the fact that compared to 384 the probability, the SPP score is more informative by considering not only the read enrichment but also 385 the distribution of the reads at a genomic region.
386
Second, to take advantage of using both the SPP score and the probability calculated from both 387 the mock IP and DNA input controls, we rank the peaks of a TF with the two scoring metrics 388 respectively, resulting in two rankings for the one set of peaks. For each of the peaks, we sum its ranks in 389 the two rankings and sort all the peaks again according to their summed ranks. 
393
3B&C). Currently, summing up the ranks of a peak implicitly assigns equal weights to the rankings by the 394 two metrics. Using equal weights is appropriate in this case because the two metrics perform similarly in 395 binding site detection (fig. 3B&C ). In the case where one metric is substantially better than the other, the 396 peak ranking by the more accurate metric can be multiplied by a large weight. (fig. 6A ). We generated another mock IP using GFP antibody 408 for the fly embryo. Between the two GFP mock IPs, the overlapped spurious sites increase to 74% (fig.
20
6A). Due to the inconsistency between IgG and GFP antibodies and the fact that the IP experiments in 410 ChIP-seq use GFP antibodies, the IgG mock IP is expected to have low efficiencies in removing spurious 411 sites from the IPs. Indeed, using the IgG mock IP as control results in more sites and lower motif 412 enrichments than using either of the two GFP mock IPs (fig. 6B&C ). The two GFP mock IPs produce 413 essentially the same numbers of binding sites and motif enrichments ( fig. 6B&C ).
414 415 416
DISCUSSION

417
Our results indicate that many spurious sites exist in binding data generated by ChIP-seq 418 experiments when DNA input is used as a control. Very roughly, we estimate that the fraction of spurious 419 site ranges from 10% to 88% in our data sets (fig. 5 ), and our evidence indicates that the fraction depends 420 on the genome accessibility and transcriptional activity of the sample (fig. 2) . For example, samples such 421 as tissues, organs, and whole organisms have much higher genome accessibility and transcriptional 422 activity compared to cell lines and primary cells, and thus tend to have more spurious sites ( fig. 2&4 ).
423
Furthermore, with the same mechanism, cancer cell lines may have more spurious binding sites than Figure 6 . Comparing IgG mock IP and GFP mock IP in binding site detection for fly embryo. Two sets of spurious binding sites are detected from the IgG mock IP and the GFP mock IP, respectively using DNA input controls. A concurred spurious site in a set is the one that has an overlapping site in the other set. The fraction of concurred spurious sites between the IgG and GFP mock IPs is substantially smaller than that between the two GFP mock IPs (A). Using the IgG mock IP as control leads to much more sites from IP experiments than using the GFP mock IPs (B), and the resultant peaks have less motif enrichments (C).
genomic regions of a sample (fig. 2D ). In essence, the uneven genome activity creates biases in IP 426 experiments, and such biases cannot be fully controlled by DNA input experiments alone.
427
DNA input has been primarily used as controls in ChIP-seq experiments in various cell lines, 428 tissues, and organs. The large fraction of spurious binding sites may impose various negative effects on 429 applications of these ChIP-seq data. For example, including spurious binding sites with real TF binding 430 sites, gene regulatory networks may artificially appear to be more connected than they are in reality. This
431
'overconnected' effect is expected to be more severe in tissues and organs than in cell lines. Moreover, 432 the varying pervasiveness of spurious sites across samples reduces the comparability of ChIP-seq data.
433
For instance, our results suggest that cancer cell lines may have more spurious sites than normal cell lines, 434 rendering the TFs in cancer cell lines may artificially have more binding targets than in normal cell lines.
435
In addition, the widely observed association between spurious sites and highly expressed genes further 436 exacerbates the comparability of ChIP-seq data. Nevertheless, even with spurious sites, the sites predicted 437 using DNA input controls still have substantial binding motif enrichments, which is especially true for the 438 most confidently predicted sites. Moreover, our analyses suggest that strong TF binding depletes spurious 439 sites. Intriguingly, for example, if the TFs in a cancer cell have higher expression levels than those in a 440 normal cell, the binding of these TFs might be enhanced in the cancer cell. As a result, the predicted sites 441 from cancer cells may have more bona fide sites and less spurious sites, compared to those from normal 442 cells.
443
To address these issues, we used mock IP as controls to detect binding sites of many TFs in 444 human cell lines, worm and fly. Because mock IP closely mimics the systematic biases caused by genome 445 activity, the mock IP control reduces spurious sites substantially. This removal increases the quality of 446 predicted binding sites. In the samples with many spurious sites, we found that mock IP control increases 447 the motif enrichment of top binding sites by 18-37%, compared to DNA input control ( fig. 3B&C ).
448
Besides the systematic bias, ChIP-seq, especially the mock IP, suffers from random technical noise.
449
Therefore, we developed a novel framework that utilizes both mock IP and DNA input controls as well as 450 multiple scoring metrics for binding site detections. This combination further improves binding site 22 quality by 8-21% ( fig. 3B&C ). By reducing spurious sites, using mock IP controls increases the 452 comparability of predicted binding sites across different samples. This novel method and the large set of 453 binding sites we generated are valuable assets for ChIP-seq applications.
454
We have demonstrated that the mock IP control can remove spurious sites because it captures the 455 systematic biases in ChIP-seq. In theory, the biases can be removed by optimizing many other factors in 
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The three species, human, worm, and fly, have similar numbers of coding genes as potential binding sites than TFs assayed in whole worm or fly, and the fly TFs have slightly more binding sites 478 than the worm TFs ( fig. 3A) . These numbers of binding sites across the three species are proportional to 479 their genome sizes. This proportion to the genome size may be due to the fact that the larger genome 480 contains more motifs for TF binding. The more motifs in the larger genome may be favored by natural 481 selection to attract TFs around the chromosomes, which increases the utility of TFs. Moreover, a larger 482 genome may have more "TF reservoirs", which are DNA sequences containing weak binding affinities to 483 TFs and might be used to buffer the system and maintain an optimal amount of available TFs in the 484 nucleus (Lin and Riggs 1975; MacQuarrie et al. 2011 ).
485
In summary, we provide evidence for a potential mechanism and a corrective approach to address 486 the issue of spurious site abundance in ChIP-seq data. (Table S1 ). We excluded the ChIP-seq data for histone marks, polymerases and CTCF 520 from our analyses. In addition, we found seven human TFs with ChIP-seq data and DNA input controls 521 from both cell lines or primary cells, and tissue or organ samples (Table S2 ). These ChIP-seq data were 522 used to compare the spurious site abundances between simple and complex samples. use the SPP in the ENCODE pipeline to identify the binding peak regions in genome. For each peak 565 region, " and # are the numbers of reads in the respective experiments mapped to the region. The 566 likelihood for the region being a binding site is indicated by ( > 0.5), where = " ( " + # ) ⁄ . We 567 assume "~B in( , ), where ~Beta(1,1) and is the number of total reads from the region in i and d.
568
And thus the posterior distribution of is ( | " , ) = Beta( | " + 1, # + 1). Instead of the DNA 569 input (d), we also use the mock IP as control ( (Table S8 ). For worm and human respectively, the numbers are 29 and 44 (Table S8) .
27
We used FIMO to search for motif hits (P < 10 -4 ) in the reference genomes (Grant et al. 2011 ).
581
For a binding site detected by the ChIP-seq pipeline, we define its core region as 100 bp around the 582 summit as determined by SPP, and thus each binding site is considered as a 200 bp region. For binding 583 sites of a TF, its motif enrichment is defined as the fraction of the binding sites containing the known TF 584 motifs. Using this fraction renders motif enrichments comparable across different TFs and different 585 species, whose binding sites may have quite different numbers of motifs. To generate a control for GC 586 content, we divide a reference genome into 10 bp bins, and then shuffled the sequence within each bin.
587
Such shuffling breaks the motifs, if any, in a binding site, while preserving the GC contents of the motifs.
588
Motif entropy calculation
589
The entropy of a motif is calculated from its position weight matrix (PWM). Each element in the 590 matrix is denoted as Pk,j, which is the frequency of the nucleotide k at the jth position of the motif. The k 591 represents one of the four nucleotides. Therefore, the entropy of a motif is calculated as in equation 2 For the manuscript, we generated seven sets of mock IP data. These data have been submitted to the 614 ENCODE portal (Table S5 ). The fastq files also can be accessed at our website: 
